G Hotel Kelawai – Iconic, Exclusive, Stylish
G Hotel Kelawai tagged as “Style Redefined” is where iconic design and cutting
edge lifestyle set the stage for exclusive and extraordinary experiences. The hotel is
uniquely inspired by innovative design. On the tower, deep concrete overhangs cut
off direct solar heat and also support the aluminium mesh screens in a geometrical
striation that is immediately iconic and engaging. At night, the façade screens lit up
by energy-efficient LED-colour changing and fading animation.
Sleek and chic yet cosy with intimate touches, the lobby is all about style redefined.
Upon entering the main lobby, one is greeted with triple volume space above the
main staircase that extends the visual and spatial continuity to the upper levels.
Step right into designer furnishing with Italian made Baxter Chester Moon Sofa and
Baxter Molly Armchair, feel right at home but yet in worlds apart.
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There are a total of 208 rooms namely Deluxe Rooms,
Executive Room, Executive Premier and Premier Suite
which all are crafted to be elegant yet casual. The rooms
aim to personify an opulence that is bespoke from its clean
architecture to its interior design. Guest rooms are fitted with
2 double glazed windows measuring 1m wide for daylight
and reduced solar heat gain. The resultant window to
wall ratio on the overall tower envelope area is only 23%,
making the building very efficient. Combined together - the
windows, ledges and screens form a passive and integrated
environmental design solution that redefines a tropical high

rise, without the ubiquitous curtain wall system but also
imbue the pragmatism of a tropical expression with a sense
of dynamism and flux.
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Every room comes with Serta Royal Platinum Mattresses,
Herman Miller designer work chairs, 55 inch smart HD LED
TV, Appelles eco-friendly toiletries, 300 thread count linens,
alarm clock, ironing facilities, free non-alcoholic minibar and
150Mbps high speed WIFI in all rooms and throughout the
hotel.
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Executive Lounge

As for the executive floor benefits, guests will be spoiled
with complimentary shoe shine service, local city calls, call
forwarding service, usage of DVD player and coffee machine
and access to Executive Lounge for personalized check-in
and check-out, buffet breakfast and evening cocktails at the
24th floor.

Gravity

G Hotel Kelawai offers a fully equipped gymnasium and
infinity pool. The 24-hour gymnasium at level 23 allows
you to work out using state-of-the-art fitness equipment
while enjoying the view of the greenery hills. Fathom in the
picturesque Penang when you go for a swim including the
view of the iconic Penang Bridge.

SPOON

There are three trendy and stylish food and beverage outlets
set to fulfil guests’ gastronomic appetites. Guest can enjoy
a night out with drinks to match and view that intoxicate at
the rooftop bar – Gravity. Excite and awaken your senses at
SPOON, reminiscent of a French Bistro which is positioned
strategically to capture the panoramic mountain top scenery.
Whether it is a business gathering, casual brunch for friends
or even a quiet dinner for two, enjoy a wide variety of
food cooked fresh. 2PM - Carefully crafted and delicately
decorated, the lounge is the spot that appeals to the
sophisticated.
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a r c h i t e c t
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